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Pepsi’s Pioneer deal validation of SA - Patel
BEE shareholding
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large transaction
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empowerment deal, but Patel
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that mergers improve
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the SA company.
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tain conditions, including a re-

threatened to
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trenchment moratorium, Pas
tel intervened.
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He disagreed with the BEE

both sides came to an agree

13"" local ownership in ve
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on Wednesday afternoon. more hours before appearing at the Competition

minister Ebrahim Patel said.

logical grounds.
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The nalisation of the trans,

deal.

Authorities had a mandate
to
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the

which raised questions about
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“Investment
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Patel
said
the
merger
showed the empowerment re-
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to

fits. but it has to he made more

multinational snack and bever-

implicit sometimes."

investment.

The deal was signicant as it

PepsiCo said that along with
Pioneer Foods. it was "committed to playing a construc—

many potential positive bones

age giant needed to meet to buy

the SA boardl

in-

crease the spread of company
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ne-tuning the conditions the

in

by PepsiCo and Pioneer. allowing workers local voting
rights equivalent to 13% local
shareholding and the right to
appoint their own director to

had to approve the deal.

ownership by historically disadvantaged communities did
not scare away foreign direct

comes

Concessions were also made

ment

No foreign buyout of local

tive role in the government's
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had

ever resulted in
such high workers equity he

journey to reignite economic
growth in SA and the African

said.
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